WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT 06-12-06

1. 06-0180P PETIT THEFT 06/08/06
On this date at approximately 1512 hours a male USF student reported the theft of a bicycle from the bike rack outside of FCT. The bicycle was valued at about $100.00. There are no suspects at this time.
Officer Shaw investigated.
Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.

2. 06-0181P BURGLARY/AUTO 06/08/06
On this date at approximately 1739 hours a male USF student reported the burglary of his vehicle while it was parked in lot 4. There was no apparent loss or damage.
Officer Neder investigated.
Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.

3. 06-0184P BURGLARY/AUTO 06/12/06
On this date at approximately 0942 hours a male USF student reported the attempted burglary of his vehicle while it was parked in lot 17. There was no apparent loss. Damage to the door lock was estimated at about $150.00
Officer Mattingly investigated. Case placed on inactive status pending further developments.